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Dos problemas homológicos sobre extensiones PBW torcidas que surgen en
geometŕıa algebraica no commutativa.
Abstract: In this work we study Auslander regularity conditions and the strongly
noetherian property for the skew PBW extensions. The Cohen-Macaulay condition
is also analyzed. In addition, as application of strongly noetherian algebras, we
make an introduction to the non-commutative algebraic geometry of finitely graded
algebras via its point modules.
Resumen: En este trabajo estudiamos condiciones de regularidad de Auslander
y la propiedad fuertemente noetheriana para las extensiones PBW torcidas. La
condición de Cohen-Macaulay también es analizada. Adicionalmente, y como
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Many important classes of non-commutative rings and algebras that have been in-
vestigated intensively during the last years arise in the study of the non-commutative
algebraic geometry. Actually, the non-commutative algebraic geometry consists in
generalizing some classical results of the commutative algebraic geometry to these
special non-commutative rings. Probably the most important types of these rings are
the Artin-Schelter regular algebras, the Auslander regular algebras, the Auslander-
Gorenstein rings, the Cohen-Macaulay algebras , and the strongly Noetherian al-
gebras. All known studied examples of Artin-Schelter regular algebras are Auslan-
der regular, Auslander-Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay, and strongly Noetherian. In
the present work we are interested in the Auslander regular, Auslander-Gorenstein,
Cohen-Macaulay, and strongly Noetherian conditions for skew PBW (Poincaré-
Birkhoff-Witt) extensions. These extensions are rings of polynomial type and gen-
eralize the classical PBW extensions (see [14], [23]). Many ring-theoretical and ho-
mological properties of skew PBW extensions have been studied in the las years
(Hilbert’s basis theorem, global dimension, Krull dimension, Goldie dimension,
prime ideals, etc., see [1], [2], [23]), however, the homological conditions mentioned
before arising in non-commutative algebraic geometry, have not been considered for
the skew PBW extensions.
The monograph is organized in the following way: the first chapter is dedicated
to present the skew PBW extensions, i.e., the non-commutative rings for which we
want to investigate the Auslander regular, Auslander-Gorenstein, Cohen-Macaulay,
and strongly Noetherian conditions. It is important to remark that many rings and
algebras from mathematical-physics are particular cases of skew PBW extensions.
Thus, Weyl algebras, enveloping algebras of finite-dimensional Lie-algebras (and its
quantization), Artamonov quantum polynomials, diffusion algebras, Manin algebras
of quantum matrices, are skew PBW extensions.
The second chapter contains the main results of the thesis; here we study the
mentioned above conditions for our extensions. Some preliminaries needed for es-
tablishing the main results are included, but of course, not all proofs of these facts
are presented. Initially we were interested only in the Auslander regular and the
strongly Noetherian conditions, this explain the title of the thesis, however, we were
able to study also the other two.
II
INTRODUCTION III
Chapter three is an introduction to non-commutative algebraic geometry of
finitely graded algebras based in the approach of Artin, Zhang, Verevkin, Tate, Van
der Bergh and Rogalski. With this preliminary introduction we can at the end of the
chapter give an application of strongly Noetherian algebras for the parametrization
of point modules from a functorial point of view.
The main new results of the thesis are Theorem 2.1.24, Corollary 2.1.25, Ex-
ample 2.1.27, Theorem 2.2.11, Corollary 2.2.12, Theorem 2.3.6, Corollary 2.3.7 and
Example 2.3.8. In chapter three the probably new result is Corollary 3.4.11.
CHAPTER 1
SKEW PBW EXTENSIONS
In this chapter we present a class of rings of polynomial type that generalize the
classical PBW extensions (see [9]). Skew PBW extensions were defined by Lezama-
Gallego in [14], that include a wide variety of non-commutative rings and algebras.
Weyl algebras, enveloping algebras of finite-dimensional Lie-algebras (and its quan-
tization), Artamonov quantum polynomials, diffusion algebras, Manin algebras of
quantum matrices, are particular examples of skew PBW extensions. We first
present some definitions, properties and at the end we include several examples.
1.1 Definitions and properties
We recall the definition of PBW extensions, which were introduced by Bell and
Goodearl in 1988 (see [9]).
Definition 1.1.1. Let R and A be rings. It is said that A is a PBW extension of
R if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) R ⊆ A.
(ii) There exist finite elements x1, . . . , xn ∈ A such that A is a left R-free module
with basis
Mon(A) := Mon{x1, . . . , xn} := {xα = xα11 · · ·xαnn | α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn}.
In this case it says also that A is a left polynomial ring over R with respect to
{x1, . . . , xn} and Mon(A) is the set of standard monomials of A. Moreover,
x01 · · ·x0n := 1 ∈Mon(A).
(iii) xir − rxi ∈ R, for each r ∈ R and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(iv) xixj − xjxi ∈ R +Rx1 + · · ·+Rxn, for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
1
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PBW extensions were generalized in [14] in order to include many other im-
portant classes of rings of polynomial type as quantum algebras, generalized Weyl
algebras (hyperbolic algebras), quadratic algebras in 3-variables, operator algebras,
diffusion algebras, skew quantum polynomials, Manin algebras of quantum matrices,
among many others.
Definition 1.1.2. Let R and A be rings, we say that A is a skew PBW extension
of R (or σ-PBW extension), if the following conditions hold:
(i) R ⊆ A.
(ii) There exist finite elements x1, . . . , xn ∈ A such A is a left R-free module with
basis
Mon(A) := {xα = xα11 · · ·xαnn | α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn}.
(iii) For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and r ∈ R− {0} there exists ci,r ∈ R− {0} such that
xir − ci,rxi ∈ R. (1.1)
(iv) For every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n there exists ci,j ∈ R− {0} such that
xjxi − ci,jxixj ∈ R +Rx1 + · · ·+Rxn. (1.2)
Under these conditions we will write A = σ(R)〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
The following result justifies the notation used for the σ-PBW extensions.
Proposition 1.1.3 ([14], Proposition 3). Let A be a skew PBW extension of R.
Then, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exist an injective ring endomorphism σi : R → R
and a σi-derivation δi : R→ R such that
xir = σi(r)xi + δi(r),
for each r ∈ R.
A particular case of skew PBW extension is when all derivations δi are zero. An-
other interesting case is when all σi are bijective and the constants cij are invertible.
Thus, we have the following definitions:
Definition 1.1.4. Let A be a skew PBW extension.
(a) A is quasi-commutative if the conditions (iii) and (iv) in Definition 1.1.2 are
replaced by
(iii’) For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and r ∈ R− {0} exists ci,r ∈ R− {0} such that
xir = ci,rxi. (1.3)
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( iv’) For every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n exists ci,j ∈ R− {0} such that
xjxi = ci,jxixj. (1.4)
(b) A is bijective if σi is bijective for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ci,j is invertible for any
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Definition 1.1.5. Let A be a skew PBW extension of R with endomorphisms σi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, as in Proposition 1.1.3.
(i) For α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn, σα := σα11 · · ·σαnn , |α| := α1 + · · · + αn. If β =
(β1, . . . , βn) ∈ Nn, then α + β := (α1 + β1, . . . , αn + βn).
(ii) For X = xα ∈Mon(A), exp(X) := α and deg(X) := |α|.
(iii) Let 0 6= f ∈ A, t(f) is the finite set of terms that conform f , i.e., if f = c1X1 +
· · ·+ctXt, with Xi ∈Mon(A) and ci ∈ R−{0}, then t(f) := {c1X1, . . . , ctXt}.
(iv) Let f be as in (iii), then deg(f) := max{deg(Xi)}ti=1.
Theorem 1.1.6. Let A be a ring of a left polynomial type over R w.r.t. {x1, . . . , xn}.
A is a skew PBW extension of R if and only if the following conditions hold:
(a) For every xα ∈ Mon(A) and every 0 6= r ∈ R there exist unique elements
rα := σ
α(r) ∈ R− {0} and pα,r ∈ A such that
xαr = rαx
α + pα,r, (1.5)
where pα,r = 0 or deg(pα,r) < |α| if pα,r 6= 0. Moreover, if r is left invertible,
then rα is left invertible.
(b) For every xα, xβ ∈Mon(A) there exist unique elements cα,β ∈ R and pα,β ∈ A
such that
xαxβ = cα,βx
α+β + pα,β, (1.6)
where cα,β is left invertible, pα,β = 0 or deg(pα,β) < |α + β| if pα,β 6= 0.
Remark 1.1.7. (i) A left inverse of cα,β will be denoted by c
′
α,β. We observe that if
α = 0 or β = 0, then cα,β = 1 and hence c
′
α,β = 1.




(iii) We observe if A is quasi-commutative, pα,r = 0 and pα,β = 0 for every
0 6= r ∈ R and every α, β ∈ Nn.
(iv) If A is bijective, then cα,β is invertible for any α, β ∈ Nn.
(v) In Mon(A) we define
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xα 6= xβ but |α| > |β|
or
xα 6= xβ, |α| = |β| but ∃ i with α1 = β1, . . . , αi−1 = βi−1, αi > βi.
It is clear that this is a total order on Mon(A) called deglex order. If xα  xβ but
xα 6= xβ, we write xα  xβ. Each element f ∈ A−{0} can be represented in a unique
way as f = c1x
α1 + · · · + ctxαt , with ci ∈ R − {0}, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, and xα1  · · ·  xαt .
We say that xα1 is the leader monomial of f and we write lm(f) := xα1 ; c1 is the
leader coefficient of f , lc(f) := c1, and c1x
α1 is the leader term of f denoted by
lt(f) := c1x
α1 . If f = 0, we define lm(0) := 0, lc(0) := 0, lt(0) := 0.
We recall some useful results that we will use later.
Theorem 1.1.8. Let A be an arbitrary skew PBW extension of the ring R. Then,
A is a filtered ring with filtration given by
Fm :=
{
R, if m = 0
{f ∈ A | deg(f) ≤ m}, if m ≥ 1
and the corresponding graded ring Gr(A) is a quasi-commutative skew PBW ex-
tension of R. Morever, if A is bijective, then Gr(A) is quasi-commutative bijective
skew PBW extension of R.
Theorem 1.1.9. Let A be a quasi-commutative skew PBW extension of a ring R.
Then,
1. A is isomorphic to an iterated skew polynomial ring of endomorphism type,
i.e.,
A ∼= R[z1; θ1] . . . [zn; θn].
2. if A is bijective, then each endomorphism θi is bijective, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Theorem 1.1.10 (Hilbert Basis Theorem). Let A be a bijective skew PBW ex-
tensions of R. If R is a left (right) Noetherian ring then A is also a left (right)
Noetherian ring.
1.2 Examples
In this section we recall some examples of skew PBW extensions that will be useful
in the following chapters, for details see [23].
Example 1.2.1 (PBW extensions). Any PBW extension is a bijective skew
PBW extension since in this case σi = iR for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and ci,j = 1 for
every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Thus, for PBW extensions we have A = i(R)〈x1, . . . , xn〉. Some
examples of PBW extensions are the following:
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(a) The habitual polynomial ring A = R[t1, . . . , tn].
(b) Any skew polynomial ring of derivation type A = R[x;σ, δ], i.e., with σ = iR.
In general, any Ore extension of derivation type R[x1;σ1, δ1] · · · [xn;σn, δn], i.e.,
such that σi = iR, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(c) The Weyl algebra An(K) := K[t1, . . . , tn][x1; ∂/∂t1] · · · [xn; ∂/∂tn]. The ex-
tended Weyl algebra Bn(K) := K(t1, . . . , tn)[x1; ∂/∂t1] · · · [xn; ∂/∂tn], where
K(t1, . . . , tn) is the field of fractions of K[t1, . . . , tn].
(d) The universal enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra U(G). In
this case, xir− rxi = 0 and xixj −xjxi = [xi, xj] ∈ G = K +Kx1 + · · ·+Kxn,
for any r ∈ K and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
(e) The crossed product R∗U(G), in particular, the tensor product A := R⊗KU(G)
is a PBW extension of R, where R is a K-algebra.
Example 1.2.2 (Ore extensions of bijective type). Any skew polynomial ring
R[x;σ, δ] of bijective type, i.e., with σ bijective, is a bijective skew PBW extension.
In this case we have R[x;σ, δ] ∼= σ(R)〈x〉. If additionally δ = 0, then R[x;σ] is
quasi-commutative.
More generally, let R[x1;σ1, δ1] · · · [xn;σn, δn] be an iterated skew polynomial ring of
bijective type, i.e., the following conditions hold:
• for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, σi is bijective;
• for every r ∈ R and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, σi(r) ∈ R, δi(r) ∈ R;
• for i < j, σj(xi) = cxi + d, with c, d ∈ R and c has a left inverse;
• for i < j, δj(xi) ∈ R +Rx1 + · · ·+Rxn,
then, R[x1;σ1, δ1] · · · [xn;σn, δn] is a bijective skew PBW extension. Under these
conditions we have
R[x1;σ1, δ1] · · · [xn;σn, δn] ∼= σ(R)〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
Some concrete examples of Ore algebras of bijective type are the following:
(a) The algebra of q−differential operators Dq,h[x, y].
(b) The algebra of shift operators Sh.
(c) The mixed algebra Dh.
(d) The algebra for multidimensional discrete linear systems.
Example 1.2.3 (Operator algebras). Some important and well-known operator
algebras as:
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(a) Algebra of linear partial differential operators.
(b) Algebra of linear partial shift operators.
(c) Algebra of linear partial difference operators.
(d) Algebra of linear partial q−dilations operators.
(e) Algebra of linear partial q−differential operators.
Example 1.2.4 (Diffusion algebras). A diffusion algebra A is generated by
{Di, xi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} over K with relations
xixj = xjxi, xiDj = Djxi, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
cijDiDj − cjiDjDi = xjDi − xiDj, i < j, cij, cji ∈ K∗
Thus, A ∼= σ(K[x1, . . . , xn])〈D1, . . . , Dn〉.
Example 1.2.5 (Quantum algebras). Some important examples of these type of
algebras are the following:
(a) Additive analogue of the Weyl algebra.
(b) Multiplicative analogue of the Weyl algebra.
(c) Quantum algebra U ′(so(3, K)).
(d) 3−dimensional skew polynomial algebra A.
(e) Dispin algebra U(osp(1, 2)).
(f) Woronowicz algebra Wv(sl(2, K)).
(g) The complex algebra Vq(sl3(C)).
(h) The algebra U .
(i) The coordinate algebra of the quantum matrix space Mq(2).
(j) q−Heisenberg algebra.
(k) Quantum enveloping algebra of sl(2, K), Uq(sl(2, K)).
(l) Hayashi algebra Wq(J).
(m) Quantum Weyl algebra of Maltsiniotis Aq,λn .
(n) The algebra of differential operators Dq(Sq) on a quantum space Sq.
(0) Witten’s deformation of U(sl(2, K)).
(p) Quantum Weyl algebra An(q, pi,j).
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(q) Multiparameter quantized Weyl algebra AQ,Γn (K).
(r) Quantum symplectic space Oq(sp(K2n)).
Example 1.2.6 (Quadratic algebras in 3 variables). A quadratic algebra in 3
variables A is a K−algebra generated by x, y, z subject to the relations
yx = xy + a1z + a2y
2 + a3yz + ξ1z
2,
zx = xz + ξ2y
2 + a5yz + a6z
2,
zy = yz + a4z
2.
These algebras are examples of bijective skew PBW extensions.
Example 1.2.7 (n−multiparametric skew quantum space over R). Let R be a ring
with a fixed matrix of parameters q := [qij] ∈ Mn(R), n ≥ 2, such that qii = 1 =
qijqji for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and suppose also that it is given a system σ1, . . . , σn
of automorphisms of R. The quasi-commutative bijective skew PBW extension
Rq,σ[x1, . . . , sn] defined by
xjxi = qijxixj, xir = σi(r)xi, r ∈ R, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
is called the n−multiparametric skew quantum space over R. When all auto-
morphisms of the extension are trivial, i.e., σi = iR, 1 ≤ i ≤ n it is called
n−multiparametric quantum space over R. If R = K is a field, then Kq,σ[x1, . . . , xn]
is simple called n−multiparametric skew quantum space, and the case particular
case n = 2 is called skew quantum plane; for trivial automorphisms we have the
n−multiparametric quantum space and the quantum plane.
Example 1.2.8 (Skew quantum polynomials). Let R be a ring with a fixed matrix
of parameters q := [qij] ∈ Mn(R), n ≥ 2, such that qii = 1 = qijqji for every
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, and suppose also that it is given a system σ1, . . . , σn of automorphisms
of R. The ring of skew quantum polynomials over R, denoted by Qr,nq,σ :=
Rq,σ[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
r , xr+1, . . . , xn], is defined as follows:
(i) R ⊆ Rq,σ[x±11 , . . . , x±1r , xr+1, . . . , xn].
(ii) Rq,σ[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
r , xr+1, . . . , xn] is a free left R−module with basis
{xα11 · · ·xαnn |αi ∈ Z for 1 ≤ i ≤ r and αi ∈ N for r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
(iii) The elements x1, . . . , xn satisfy the defining relations
xix
−1
i = 1 = x
−1
i xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r,
xjxi = qijxixj, xir = σi(r)xi, r ∈ R, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Qr,nq,σ can be viewed as a localization of a skew PBW extension or can be defined
as a quasi-commutative bijective skew PBW extension of the r−multiparameter
quantum torus (see [23]).
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Example 1.2.9 (Sklyanin algebra). Let a, b, c ∈ K, then
S = K〈x, y, z〉/〈ayx+ bxy + cz2, axz + bzx+ cy2, azy + byz + cx2〉
is skew PBW extension if c = 0 and a, b 6= 0, thus S = σ(K)〈x, y, z〉:
yx = − b
a
xy, zx = −a
b





In this chapter we study for skew PBW extensions two homological properties
arising in non-commutative algebraic geometry: the Auslander regularity conditions
and the strongly Noetherian property. The main results of the present work are
Theorem 2.1.24, Corollary 2.1.25, Example 2.1.27, Theorem 2.3.6, Corollary 2.3.7
and Example 2.3.8. Additionally, the Cohen-Macaulay property is also considered
for a especial class of skew PBW extension. The main results in this case are
Theorem 2.2.11 and Corollary 2.2.12.
2.1 Auslander regularity conditions.
2.1.1 Definitions
Definition 2.1.1. Let A be a ring, the grade j(M) of a left (or right) A−module
M is defined by
j(M) := min{i | ExtiA(M,A) 6= 0}
or ∞ if no such i exists.
Example 2.1.2. (i) Let F be a nonzero free A−module, then j(F ) = 0, since
homA(F,A) 6= 0. In general, for all left A−module M , j(M) ≤ pd(M). In
fact, pd(M) = n < ∞ if and only if Extn+1A (M,N) = 0 for all A−module N ,
in particular for N = A, so ExtnA(M,A) 6= 0.
(ii) IfA is quasi-Frobenius (a ring A is quasi-Frobenius if it is left and right Artinian
and left and right self-injective) and ifM is an A−module thenHomA(M,A) 6=
0 and so j(M) = 0 (see [12]).
(iii) If M is a nonzero finitely generated abelian group, then HomZ(M,Z) =
M/T (M) and Ext1Z(M,Z) = T (M), where T (M) is the torsion subgroup of
M , so j(M) = 0 if M is free and j(M) = 1 otherwise.
9
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(iv) As application of Gröbner theory for skew PBW extensions, Lezama and Paiba
in [22] compute the grade of a given submodule M of Am. Consider the skew
PBW extension A := σ(Q)〈x, y〉 with yx = −xy, let M be the A−module
M := 〈e3 + e1, e4 + e2, xe2 + xe1, ye1, y2e4, xe4 + ye3〉,
then in [22] is proved that j(M) = 1.
The next proposition is consequence of the long exact Ext-sequence.
Proposition 2.1.3. Let
0 −→M1 −→M −→M2 −→ 0
be an exact sequence of A−modules. Then
1. j(M) ≥ inf{j(M1), j(M2)};
2. j(M2) ≥ inf{j(M), j(M1)}.
Now we present the regularity conditions introduced by Auslander.
Definition 2.1.4. Let B be a ring.
(i) B satisfies the Auslander condition if for every Noetherian left (or right)
B−module M and for all i ≥ 0
j(N) ≥ i for all submodules N ⊆ ExtiB(M,B).
(ii) B is Auslander-Gorenstein (AG) if B is two-sided Noetherian, satisfies the
Auslander condition, id(BB) <∞ and id(BB) <∞.
(iii) B is Auslander regular (AR) if it is AG and gld(B) <∞.
Remark 2.1.5. (i) We recall that if a ring B is two-sided Noetherian, then
gld(B) := rgld(B) = lgld(B).
(ii) If B is two-sided Noetherian and if id(BB) < ∞ and id(BB) < ∞, then
id(BB) = id(BB) (see [36]).
Example 2.1.6. Next we present some classical examples of these type of rings:
1. Any field is Auslander regular.
2. Any commutative Noetherian ring R with finite global dimension (finite injec-
tive dimension) is Auslander regular (Auslander-Gorenstein) (see [25]).
3. Weyl algebras over fields of characteristic 0 are Auslander-Gorenstein (see
[10]).
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4. Universal enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras are Auslander-
Gorenstein (see [11]).
5. The Sklyanin algebras are Auslander-Gorenstein (see [5]).
6. 3−dimensional Artin-Schelter regular algebras are Auslander regular (see [6]).
Recent studies suggest that this is true for dimension ≤ 5.
2.1.2 Preliminary results
In this section we present some well known results that we will use to demostrate
the main theorems in the next section; properties of good filtrations and Zariski
rings are considered, the main sources are Björk ([11]), Ekström ([13]) and Huishi
Li ([24]-[25]).
Definition 2.1.7. Let A be a filtered ring with filtration {Fn(A)} and M be
a filtered A−module with filtration {Fn(M)}. If there exist m1, . . . ,ms ∈ M ,





then {Fn(M)} is called a good filtration on M .
Remark 2.1.8. If M has a good filtration then it is a finitely generated A−module.
On the other hand, if M is a finitely generated A−module and {m1, . . . ,ms} is a
generating system of M , then one can always define a good filtrations on M as
follows: Take any k1, . . . , ks ∈ Z, and put Fn(M) :=
∑s
i=1 Fn−ki(Ami), n ∈ Z.
If M has a good filtration {Fn(M)} and N is any submodule of M , then the quotient
filtration on M/N defined by Fn(M/N) := Fn(M) + N/N , n ∈ Z, is again a good
filtration.
Definition 2.1.9. Let A be a filtered ring with filtration {Fn(A)}n∈Z.





2. The filtration {Fn(A)}n∈Z is left (right) Zariskian, and A is called a left (right)
Zariski ring, if F−1(A) ⊆ Rad(F0(A)) and the associated Rees ring Ã is left
(right) Noetherian.
The following result is a characterizations of the Zariski property (see [24]).
Proposition 2.1.10. Let A be a N-filtered ring such that Gr(A) is left
(right)Noetherian. Then, A is left (right) Zariskian.
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Definition 2.1.11. Let A be a ring; it is said A is a left (right) regular ring, if every
finitely generated left (right) A−module has finite projective dimension.
Theorem 2.1.12. Let A be a left and right Noetherian regular ring and M
be a finitely generated left (right) A−module. With the above notation, if
ExtpA(Ext
q
A(M,A), A) = 0 for all p < q, then for any µ ≥ pd(M) there is a canonical
filtration {Fn(M)} on M consisting of submodules:
F0(M) ⊆ F1(M) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fµ(M) = M




Proposition 2.1.13. Let A be a left and right Noetherian regular ring and M
be finitely generated A−module satisfying the Auslander condition. Suppose that
pd(M) ≤ µ for some integer µ ≥ 0 and that ExtkA(M,A) satisfies the Auslander
condition for every k ≥ 0. If
0 −→ Pµ −→ · · · −→ P1 −→ P0 −→M −→ 0
is a projective resolution of M then the following statements hold:
1. If δ(M) is the smallest integer such that M = Fδ(M)(M), where {Fn(M)} is the
canonical filtration on M defined in Theorem 2.1.12, then µ = j(M) + δ(M).
2. If M ′ is a subquotient of M , i.e., there are submodules T1 ⊂ T2 ⊆M such that
M ′ = T2/T1, then j(M
′) ≥ j(M).
Proof. 1. Since each ExtkA(M,A) satisfies the Auslander condition by assumption it
follows from Theorem 2.1.12 and the definition of δ(M) that µ− δ(M) ≥ j(M). Us-
ing Proposition 2.1.3 and the assumption, an easy induction yields µ−δ(M) ≤ j(M).
Hence µ = j(M) + δ(M).
2. Without losing generality it is possible to assumed that M ′ is a submod-
ule of M . Put N = M ′ + Fδ(M)−1(M)/Fδ(M)−1(M) ⊆ Fδ(M)(M)/Fδ(M)−1(M) =
M/Fδ(M)−1(M). By the first part and the assumption we have j(N) ≥ µ− δ(M) =
j(M). Now consider the exact sequence:
0 −→ Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′ −→M ′ −→ N −→ 0.
From Proposition 2.1.3 we have that j(Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′) ≥ j(M). Therefore, if
δ(M) = 0 then M ′ ∼= N and hence j(M ′) = j(N) ≥ j(M). If δ(M) = 1, then
Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′ = F0(M) ∩M ′ ⊆ ExtµA(Ext
µ
A(M,A), A) and so, our assumptions
imply that j(Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′) ≥ µ ≥ j(M). From consideration of the following
exact sequence
0→ Fδ(M)−2(M) ∩M ′ → Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′ → (Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′)/(Fδ(M)−2(M) ∩M ′)→ 0
and combined with (Fδ(M)−1(M)∩M ′)/(Fδ(M)−2(M)∩M ′) ∼= (Fδ(M)−1(M)∩M ′ +
(Fδ(M)−2(M))/Fδ(M)−2(M) ⊆ Fδ(M)−1(M)/Fδ(M)−2(M) we may derive by an induc-
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tion argumentation on δ(M) − 1 that j(Fδ(M)−1(M) ∩M ′) ≥ µ − δ(M) = j(M) as
desired. 
Let M be an A−module with a good filtration {Fn(M)} and A be a Zariski ring,
then these good filtrations induce good filtrations on A−submodules, hence we a
filtration-free resolution of M :
· · · −→ Lj
fj−−→ Lj−1 −→ · · · −→ L1
f1−−→ L0
ε−→M −→ 0
where each Lj is a filt-free object of finite rank. Then we obtain a gr-free resolution
of Gr(M) of Gr(A)−modules.
· · · −→ Gr(Lj)
Gr(fj)−−−−−−→ Gr(Lj−1) −→ · · · −→ Gr(L1)
Gr(f1)−−−−−−→ Gr(L0)
Gr(ε)−−−−−→ Gr(M) −→ 0
where each Gr(Lj) is a gr-free object of finite rank.
Taking HomA( , A) and HomGr(A)( , Gr(A)) we obtain the following sequences,
respectively:
0 −→ L∗0
f∗1−−→ L∗1 −→ · · · −→ L∗j−1
f∗j−→ L∗j −→ · · ·
and
0 −→ Gr(L0)∗
Gr(f1)∗−−−−−→ Gr(L1)∗ −→ · · · −→ Gr(Lj−1)∗
Gr(fj)
∗
−−−−→ Gr(Lj)∗ −→ · · ·
then the corresponding Ext−groups are:




j−1, j = 1, 2, · · · .
Extj−1Gr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)) = KerGr(fj)
∗/ImGr(fj−1)
∗, j = 1, 2, · · · .




A (M,A)) = (Kerf
∗
j ∩ Fn(L∗j−1)) + Imf ∗j−1/Imf ∗j−1, n ∈ Z.




Kerf ∗j ∩ Fn(L∗j−1) + Imf ∗j−1
Kerf ∗j ∩ Fn−1(L∗j−1) + Imf ∗j−1
.
Now is possible to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.14. Let the notation be as above, {Fn(Extj−1A (M,A))} is a good filtra-
tion, for j = 1, 2, · · · . In addition, there is an isomorphism of complexes (graded
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left modules) with Gr(L∗i )
∼= Gr(Li)∗:
· · · Gr(L∗i ) Gr(L
∗
i+1) · · ·


















Proof. Since A is also a right Zariski ring the filtration on Kerf ∗j induced by
{Fn(L∗j−1)} is good and thus {Fn(Ext
j−1
A (M,A))} is good too by definition (quotient
filtrations of good filtrations are always good). The second statement is consequence
of that {Fn(L∗)} is a good filtration and Gr(L∗) ∼= HomGr(A)(Gr(L), Gr(A)) =
Gr(L)∗. 
Proposition 2.1.15. With notation as before, Gr(Extj−1A (M,A)) is isomorphic to
a subquotient of Extj−1Gr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)), j = 1, 2, · · · .
Proof. Reconsider the complex described before Lemma 2.1.14, then considered
Gr(Extj−1A (M,A)) and Ext
j−1
Gr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)), since A is a left and right Zariski
ring, then exist graded subgroups T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ Extj−1Gr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)) such that
Gr(Extj−1A (M,A))
∼= T2/T1 by Proposition 2.1.13 (see [24], Proposition 1.1.5). 
Proposition 2.1.16. Let A be a left and right Zariski ring. If its associated graded
ring Gr(A) is AG, respectively AR, then so too is A.
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated A−module and let N be a any nonzero
A−submodule of ExtkA(M,A) where k ≥ 0. We have to prove the Auslander con-
dition, e.g. j(N) ≥ k. Let {Fn(M)}n∈Z be a good filtration on M and construct a
good filtration {Fn(ExtkA(M,A))} on ExtkA(M,A) as in Lemma 2.1.14, then from
Proposition 2.1.15 Gr(ExtkA(M,A)) is a subquotient of Ext
k
Gr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)).
Hence Proposition 2.1.13 yields that jGr(A)(Gr(Ext
k
A(M,A))) ≥ k. The good
filtration on ExtkA(M,A) induces a good filtration {Fn(N)} on N and thus
Gr(N) ⊆ Gr(ExtkA(M,A)). By Proposition 2.1.13 again we have jGr(A)(Gr(N)) ≥
jGr(A)(Gr(Ext
k
A(M,A))) ≥ k. Now, the Zariskian property of A and Proposi-
tion 2.1.15 entails that jA(N) ≥ jGr(A)(Gr(N)) ≥ k. Finally, if n = id(Gr(A))
then ExtkGr(A)(Gr(M), Gr(A)) = 0 for every k > n and Proposition 2.1.15 im-
plies that ExtkA(M,A) = 0, so id(A) < 0, thus A is AG. Also is known that
gld(A) ≤ gld(Gr(A)), whence A is AR, this complete the proof. 
Now, we present the Auslander regularity for skew polynomial rings.
Let A be a left Noetherian ring, σ an automorphism and A[x;σ] be the skew
polynomial extension of A in the variable x. Consider the natural gradation on
A[x;σ]: A[x;σ]n := Ax
n, n ∈ N. If M is a finitely generated graded left A[x;σ]-
module then exist m1,m2, . . . ,mn elements homogeneous of degree ki in M such
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that M =
∑n







Axn−kimi for all m ∈ Z.
Put l1 := min{ki, i = 1, . . . , n}, l2 := max{ki, i = 1, . . . , n} then we obtain the
following properties:
(P1) Mn = 0 for all n < l1.
(P2) Each Mn is a finitely generated A[x;σ]-module and M = (Ml1⊕· · ·⊕Ml2−1)⊕
A[x;σ]Ml2 .
(P3) The map χx : M −→ M with m 7→ xm, is a graded A[x;σ]−morphism of
degree 1 and kerχx = ⊕n≥l1(Mn ∩ kerχx) is a graded submodule of M .
With notations as above, we may now derive the following property.
Lemma 2.1.17. There is an exact sequence:
0 −→M ′ −→M −→M ′′ −→ 0
where M ′ = A[x;σ]⊗AM0 for some finitely generated A−module M0 and M ′′ is an
A[x;σ]−submodule of M such that xwM ′′ = 0 for some positive integer w. Moreover
M ′′ is a finitely generated A−module.
Proof. By the assumptions kerχx is a finitely generated graded A[x;σ]−module and
hence there is an l′2 ∈ Z such that for all q > 0 we have:
kerχx ∩Mq+l′2 = A[x;σ]q(kerχx ∩Ml′2) = 0.
Choose l > max{l2, l′2}, then for v ≥ 0, Mv+l = xvMl ∼= xvA ⊗A Ml. Put M ′ =
A[x;σ]Ml and M
′′ = Ml1 ⊕ · · ·⊕Ml−1 then M ′ ∼= A[x;σ]⊗AMl and M ′′ is a finitely
generated A−module such that xwM ′′ = 0 for some w. 
Lemma 2.1.18. Let A be a Auslander Gorenstein ring (respectively Auslander reg-
ular) and let M be an A[x;σ]-module. If M is finitely generated as an A−module,
then M satisfies the Auslander condition as an A[x;σ]−module.
Proof. By the Rees theorem (see [33], Theorem 9.37.) we have:
ExtkA(M,A)
∼= Extk+1A[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]) for every k ≥ 0.
It follows from the hypothesis on A is Auslander Gorenstein (Auslander regularity)
that M , as an A[x;σ]−module, satisfies the Auslander condition. 
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Lemma 2.1.19. Let A be an Auslander Gorenstein ring (respectively Auslander
regular), and let M be an A[x;σ]−module such that M = A[x;σ] ⊗A M0 for some
finitely generated A−module M0, then M satisfies the Auslander condition as an
A[x;σ]−module.
Proof. Consider a free A−resolution of M0:
· · · −→ L1 −→ L0 −→M0 −→ 0
where each Li has finite rank. Then we obtain a graded free A[x;σ]−resolution of
M :
· · · −→ A[x;σ]⊗A L1 −→ A[x;σ]⊗A L0 −→ A[x;σ]⊗AM0 −→ 0
then (use the flatness of A[x;σ] over A)
ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x, σ])
∼= ExtkA(M0, A)⊗A A[x;σ]
= ⊕p≥0(ExtkA(M0, A)⊗A A[x;σ]p)
Since A is a left and right Noetherian, the grading filtration on A[x;σ] : Fn(A[x;σ]) =∑
k≤nAx
k, n ∈ Z, makes A[x;σ] into a left and right Zariski ring.
Now let N be a nonzero submodule of ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]), where k ≥ 0. Since the
latter is a graded A[x;σ]-module we may take the natural filtration on it:
Fn(Ext
k
A[x;σ](M,A[x;σ])) = ⊕p≤n(ExtkA(M0, A)⊗A A[x;σ]p) n ∈ Z.
This filtration is a good filtration and since {Fn(A[x;σ])} is Zariskian
it induces a good filtration on N , denoted {Fn(N)}. Moreover,
Gr(N) ⊆ Gr(ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ])) = ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]) and Gr(N)p ⊆
ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]p) = Ext
k
A(M0, R) ⊗A xpA ∼= ExtkA(M0, A). Of course, for the
grading filtration {Fn(A[x;σ])} on A[x;σ] we have Gr(R[t;σ]) ∼= A[x;σ] and so
Gr(N)p is an A−module and it follows that jA(Gr(N)p) ≥ k because A is assumed
to be Auslander Gorenstein (regular). Put Gr(N) = T . By Lemma 2.1.17 there is
an exact sequence of A[x;σ]−modules.
0 −→ T ′ −→ T −→ T ′′ −→ 0
where T ′′ is a finitely generated A−module and T ′ = A[x;σ] ⊗A T0 for some
finitely generated A−module T0. The Rees theorem now yields: ExtkA(T ′′, A) ∼=
Extk+1A[x;σ](T
′′, A[x;σ]) and consequently jA[x;σ](T
′′) = jA(T
′′) + 1. The proof of
Lemma 2.1.17 combined with the induction leads to jA(T
′′) ≥ k (note that
T ′′ = Tl1⊕· · ·⊕Tl−1, where M is replaced by T in the proof of Lemma 2.1.17), hence
jA[x;σ](T ′′)≥k+1. However, from the isomorphism Ext
q
A[x;σ](A[x;σ] ⊗A T0, A[x;σ]) ∼=
A[x;σ] ⊗A ExtqA(T0, A) we may deduce that jA[x;σ](T ′) = jA(T0) ≥ k since T0 = Tv
for some v ∈ Z (see the proof of Lemma 2.1.17). It follows from Propositon 2.1.3
that jA[x;σ](T ) ≥ k. Finally, since {Fn(A[x;σ])} is zariskian we may use Proposition
2.1.15 to derive jA[x;σ](N) ≥ jA[x;σ](Gr(N)) = jA[X;σ](T ) ≥ k. This completes the
proof. 
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Corollary 2.1.20. If A is an Auslander Gorenstein (regular) ring then any finitely
generated graded A[x;σ]−module M satisfies the Auslander condition.
Proposition 2.1.21. If A is AG, respectively AR, then the skew polynomial ring
A[x;σ, δ], with σ bijective, is also AG, respectively AR.
Proof. The ring A[x;σ, δ] has the positive filtration defined by Fn(A[x;σ, δ]) :=∑
j≤nAx
j and Gr(A[x;σ, δ]) ∼= A[x;σ], also the ring A[x;σ] is Noetherian and
hence the filtration on A[x;σ, δ] is Zariskian. So by Proposition 2.1.16 it suffices
to show that A[x;σ] is Auslander Gorenstein. Then id(A[x;σ]) = id(A) + 1 <∞ or
gld(A[x;σ]) = gld(A)+1 <∞ in the case Auslander regular, so there remains only to
verify that every finitely generated A[x;σ]−module satisfies the Auslander condition.
To this end, letA[x;σ] be endowed with the (natural) grading filtration {Fn(A[x;σ])}
and let M be a finitely generated A[x;σ]-module. Choose any good filtration
{Fn(M)} on M , then Proposition 2.1.15 entails that jA[x;σ](M) ≥ jA[x;σ](Gr(M))
because A[x;σ] is now a Zariski ring.
Take any A[x;σ]-submodule N ⊆ ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]) where k ≥ 0. Choose a
good filtration on ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]) as in Lemma 2.1.14 and consider the in-
duced good filtration {Fn(N)} on N , then Gr(N) ⊆ Gr(ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ])).
From Gr(A[x;σ]) = A[x;σ] and Proposition 2.1.15 again, it follows that
Gr(ExtkA[x;σ](M,A[x;σ])) is a subquotient of Ext
k
A[x;σ](M,A[x;σ]). Observe that




A[x;σ](Gr(M), A[x;σ]), A[x;σ]) are
graded A[x;σ]-modules for all q ≥ 0. So by the above corollary and Proposition
2.1.3 we arrive at:
jA[x;σ](Gr(N)) ≥ jA[x;σ](ExtkA[x;σ](Gr(M), A[x;σ])) ≥ k. Consequently jA[x;σ](N) ≥
jA[x;σ](Gr(N)) ≥ k as desired. 
The following proposition states that the AG (AR) conditions are preserved
under arbitrary localizations (see [3], Proposition 2.1).
Proposition 2.1.22. Let A be an AG ring, respectively AR, and S a multiplicative
Ore set of regular elements of A. Then so too is S−1A (and also AS−1).
Proof. If S is a multiplicatively closed Ore set of regular elements in a left
(right) Noetherian ring A, then S−1A is left Noetherian (respectively AS−1) and
id(S−1AS
−1A) ≤ id(AA) because every finitely generated left S−1A−module has the
form S−1M and
ExtiS−1A(S
−1M,S−1A) ∼= S−1A⊗A ExtiA(M,A),
where we have used the fact that S−1A is a flat A−module. Now, for
any S−1A−submodule N of ExtiS−1A(S−1M,S−1A), there is a submodule K of
ExtiA(M,A) such that N = S
−1K. For all j < i, ExtjS−1A(N,S
−1A) = S−1A ⊗
ExtjA(K,A) = 0 by the Auslander condition for A, so S
−1A is AG. Finally is known
that gld(S−1A) ≤ gld(A), whence A is AR, this complete the proof.

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2.1.3 Main results
Lemma 2.1.23. If A is a bijective skew PBW extension of a Noetherian ring R,
then A is a left and right Zariski ring.
Proof. Since A is N−filtered, 0 = F−1(A) ⊆ Rad(F0(A)) = Rad(R). By Theorem
1.1.9, Gr(A) is isomorphic to an iterated skew polynomial ring R[z1; θ1] · · · [zn; θn],
with θi is bijective, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Whence Gr(A) is Noetherian. Proposition 2.1.10
says that A is a left and right Zariski ring. 
Theorem 2.1.24. Let A be a bijective skew PBW extension of a ring R such that
R is AG, respectively AR, then so too is A.
Proof. Acoording to Theorem 1.1.8, Gr(A) is a quasi-commutative skew PBW ex-
tension, and by the hypothesis, Gr(A) is also bijective. By Theorem 1.1.9, Gr(A) is
isomorphic to an iterated skew polynomial ring R[z1; θ1] . . . [zn; θn] such that each θi
is bijective, 1 6 i 6 n. Proposition 2.1.21 says that Gr(A) is AG, respectively AR.
From Lemma 2.1.23, A is a left and right Zariski ring, so by Proposition 2.1.16, A
is AG, respectively AR. 




1 , . . . , x
±1
r , xr+1, . . . , xn]
is AG, respectively AR.
Proof. Let R be AG; according to example 1.2.8, Qr,nq,σ(R) is a localization of a
bijective skew PBW extension A of the ring R by a multiplicative Ore set of regular
elements of A. From Theorem 2.1.24 and Proposition 2.1.22 we get that Qr,nq,σ(R)
is AG. If R is AR, then R is AG and gld(R) < ∞, then gld(Qr,nq,σ(R)) < ∞ and
Qr,nq,σ(R) is AG, so Q
r,n
q,σ(R) is AR. 
Remark 2.1.26. This proposition was proved by Gómez-Torrecillas for the particular
case, σi = iR in the example 1.2.8, (See [15], Proposition 4.).
Example 2.1.27. All examples in the section 1.2 are AG rings (respectively AR)
assuming that the ring of coefficients (R or K) is AG (AR). If the ring is coefficients
is a field, then of course, it is an AG ring (respectively AR).
2.2 Cohen-Macaulay rings
In this section we study the Cohen- Macaulay property for skew PBW extensions.
Definition 2.2.1. Let A be an algebra over a field K, we say that A is Cohen-
Macaulay (CM) with respect to the classical Gelfand-Kirillov dimension if:
GKdim(A) = jA(M) +GKdim(M)
for every non-zero noetherian A−module M .
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where V ranges over all frames of A and V n := K〈v1 · · · vn|vi ∈ V 〉 (a frame of A is
a finite dimensional K-subspace of A such that 1 ∈ V ; since A is a K-algebra, then
K ↪→ A, and hence, K is a frame of A of dimension 1).
Definition 2.2.2. For a K−algebra A, an automorphism σ of A is said to be locally
algebraic if for any a ∈ A the set {σm(a)|m ∈ N} is cointained in a finite dimensional
subspace of A.
The classical Gelfand-Kirillov dimension for skew PBW extensions was studied
by Reyes in [30], in [21] is defined the generalized Gelfand-Kirillov dimension for
skew PBW extensions.
Theorem 2.2.3. Let R be a K−algebra with a finite dimensional generating
subspace V and let A be a bijective skew PBW extension of R given by A =
σ(R)〈x1, . . . , xn〉. If σn(V ) ⊆ V or σn is locally algebraic, then
GKdim(A) = GKdim(R) + n.
The following proposition is also known:
Proposition 2.2.4. Let A be a K−algebra with a finite filtration {Ai}i∈Z such that
Gr(A) is finitely generated. Then GKdim(Gr(A)Gr(A)) = GKdim(AA).
If M is a finitely generated A−module and if {Fn(M)} is a good filtration on
M then in general jA(M) ≤ jGr(A)(Gr(M)), but at the end of the proof of the
Proposition 2.1.16 we observed that if A is left and right Zariski ring and Gr(A) is
AG then jA(M) ≥ jGr(A)(Gr(M)), so jA(M) = jGr(A)(Gr(M)).
Proposition 2.2.5. Suppose that A is a left and right Zariskian ring, and Gr(A)
is AG. Then jA(M) = jGr(A)(Gr(M)) for every non-zero noetherian A−module M .
Now, it is possible to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.6. Let A be a left and right Zariski ring with finite filtration and
such that Gr(A) is AG, then if Gr(A) is CM, then so too is A.
Proof. Let M be a noetherian A−module, then:
GKdim(A) = GKdim(Gr(A))
= GKdim(Gr(A)Gr(M)) + jGr(A)(M)
= GKdim(AM) + jA(M).
Therefore A is CM. 
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Proposition 2.2.7 ([19]). Suppose that R is a notherian ring that is Auslander-
regular (AG) and CM . Let R[x;σ, δ] be an Ore extension with σ bijective. Then:
(i) R[x;σ, δ] is Auslander-regular, (AG).
(ii) Assume that R = ⊕i≥0Ri is a connected graded K−algebra (thus R0 = K)
such that σ(Ri) ⊆ Ri for each i ≥ 0. Then R[x;σ, δ] is CM .
(iii) Let f be a central, regular element of R. Then R/fR is Auslander-Gorenstein
and CM .
Proof. We present the proof of (ii). The ring R[x;σ, δ] has the positive filtration
defined by Fn(R[x;σ, δ]) :=
∑
j≤nRx
j and Gr(R[x;σ, δ]) ∼= R[y;σ], also the ring
R[y;σ] is Noetherian and hence the filtration on R[x;σ, δ] is Zariskian. By Propo-
sition 2.1.21 R[y;σ] ∼= Gr(R[x;σ, δ]) is AG. Moreover the hypotheses on R ensure
that R[y;σ] is a connected graded ring and the element y ∈ R[y;σ] is a normal
homogeneous element, so R[y;σ]/R[y;σ]y ∼= R. Hence, by Theorem 5.10 in [18]
R[y;σ] is (graded) CM , so by Proposition 2.2.6, A[x;σ, δ] is CM . 
Definition 2.2.8. We say that x ∈ A is a local normal element if for every frame
V ⊂ A, there is a frame V ′ ⊃ V such that xV ′ = V ′x.
Trivially, every central element is local. The next lemma says that GKdim is
preserved under certain localizations (See [3], Lemma 2.3).
Lemma 2.2.9. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of A consisting of regular
local normal elements. If M is an A−submodule of an AS−1−module N such that
N = MS−1, then GKdim(AS−1N) = GKdim(AN) = GKdim(AM).
Proof. Since we are working with GKdim, we may assume that both M and N are
finitely generated. Let V ⊂ M be a generating set of M as an A−module (so it is
also a generating set of N as an AS−1−module). Every frame of AS−1 is generated
by W ∪ {t−1|t ∈ T} where W is a subframe of A and where T is a finite subset of
S. Let
∏
t∈T t (so x ∈ S). Let W ′ be a frame of A containing W and x such that













where x ∈ S and W is a frame of A such that xW = Wx. It is clear
that GKdim(AS−1N) ≥ GKdimAM . By direct computation, we have V (W ∪
{x−1})n.xn ⊂ VW 2n. Hence GKdim(AS−1N) ≤ GKdimAM . 
In particular, GKdim(AS−1) = GKdim(A).
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Proposition 2.2.10. Let A be an AG ring, and S a multiplicatively closed set of
local normal elements in A. If A is Cohen-Macaulay, so is AS−1.
Proof. Since A is CM,GK−dimension is exact and finitely partitive on A−modules,
and is therefore exact and finitely partitive on AS−1−modules by lemma above. By
the noetherian hypothesis, to prove that AS−1 is CM, i.e., GKdim(N) + j(N) =
GKdim(AS−1) for all noetherian AS−1−module N . As j(N) = j(NS−1) ([3],
Lemma 2.2), then:
GKdim(AS−1) = GKdim(A)
= GKdim(N) + j(N)
= GKdim(NS−1) + j(NS−1).
Therefore AS−1 is CM. 
Theorem 2.2.11. Let A be a bijective skew PBW extension of a ring R such that
R is AG, CM , and R =
∑
i≥0⊕Ri is a connected graded K−algebra such that
σ(Ri) ⊆ Ri for each i ≥ 0, then so too is A.
Proof. From Theorem 1.1.8 it is clear that A is a K−algebra with a finite filtration
and Gr(A) is a quasi-commutative skew PBW extensions, and by the hypothesis,
Gr(A) is also bijective. By Theorem 1.1.9, Gr(A) is isomorphic to an iterated
skew polynomial ring R[z1; θ1] . . . [zn; θn] such that each θi is bijective, 1 6 i 6 n.
Proposition 2.1.21 says that Gr(A) is AG. From Lemma 2.1.23, A is a left and right
Zariski ring, and by Proposition 2.2.7 Gr(A) is CM , so by Proposition 2.2.6 A is
CM . 
Corollary 2.2.12. Let R be a K−algebra AG, CM with a finite dimensional gen-
erating subspace V and suppose that σn in definition of skew quantum polynomials
Qr,nq,σ are locally algebraic, then it is CM .
Proof. Let R be AG and CM , according to example 1.2.8 Qr,nq,σ is a localization of a
bijective skew PBW extension A of the R by a multiplicative Ore set of regular ele-
ments of A, and the multiplicative set generated by x1, . . . , xr consists of monomials,
which are local normal elements. From Theorem 2.2.11 and Proposition 2.2.10 we
get that Qr,nq,σ is CM . 
2.3 Strongly Noetherian algebras
Definition 2.3.1. Let K be a commutative ring and let A be a left Noetherian K-
algebra. We say that A is left strongly Noetherian if for any commutative Noetherian
K-algebra C, C ⊗K A is left Noetherian.
Example 2.3.2. Weyl algebras, Sklyanin algebras over a field K and universal
enveloping algebras of finite dimensional Lie algebras are left strongly Noetherian
(see [4], Corollaries 4.11 and 4.12).
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Proposition 2.3.3. Let K be a commutative ring and let A be a left strongly Noethe-
rian K-algebra. Then, A[x;σ, δ] is left strongly Noetherian when σ is bijective.
Proof. Let S be a commutative Noetherian K−algebra, we completed the proof in
the following steps:
(a) Let σ : S ⊗K A −→ S ⊗K A, σ(s ⊗ a) := s ⊗ σ(a). σ is an automorphism
because σ = iS ⊗ σ.
(b) Let δ : iS ⊗ δ : S ⊗K A −→ S ⊗K A, δ(s ⊗ a) := s ⊗ δ(a). Then δ is a
σ−derivation:
• Is clear that δ is additive.
•
δ((s1 ⊗ a)(s2 ⊗ b)) = δ(s1s2 ⊗ ab)
= s1s2 ⊗ δ(ab)
= s1s2 ⊗ (σ(a)δ(b) + δ(a)b)
= s1s2 ⊗ σ(a)δ(b) + s1s2 ⊗ δ(a)b
= (s1 ⊗ σ(a))(s2 ⊗ δ(b)) + (s1 ⊗ δ(a))(s2 ⊗ b)
= σ(s1 ⊗ a)δ(s2 ⊗ b) + δ(s1 ⊗ a)(s2 ⊗ b).
(c) Let f : S⊗KA −→ S⊗K (A[x;σ, δ]), f(s⊗a) := s⊗a is a K−homomorphism.
In fact: t denote canonical homomorphism and h′(s, a) := s⊗a is bilinear and
K−balanced, by the universal property of the tensor product there exists f
such that f(s⊗ a) := h′(s, a) and the following diagram is commutative:
S × A S ⊗K A





(d) y := 1 ⊗ x ∈ S ⊗ (A[x;σ, δ]) satisfies (1 ⊗ x)f(s ⊗ a) = f(σ(s ⊗ a)) =
f(σ(s⊗ a))(1⊗ x) + f(δ(s⊗ a)). Indeed,
(1⊗ x)f(s⊗ a) = (1⊗ x)(s⊗ a)
= s⊗ xa
= s⊗ (σ(a)x+ δ(a))
= (s⊗ σ(a)x) + (s⊗ δ(a))
= (s⊗ σ(a))(1⊗ x) + (s⊗ δ(a))
= f(s⊗ σ(a))(1⊗ x) + f(s⊗ δ(a))
= f(σ(s⊗ a))(1⊗ x) + f(δ(s⊗ a));
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by the universal property of Ore extensions there exists a ring homomorphism
f such that f(x) = 1⊗ x and f(s⊗ a) = f(s⊗ a) and the following diagram
is commutative:
S ⊗K A (S ⊗K A)[x;σ, δ]






n + · · ·+ a1x+ a0) := (s⊗ an)xn + · · ·+ (s⊗ a1)x+ (s⊗ a0) is bilinear
and K−balanced, by the universal property of the tensor product there exists
a K−homomorphism h(s⊗(anxn+· · ·+a1x+a0)) := h′(s, anxn+· · ·+a1x+a0)
and the following diagram is commutative:
S × (A[x;σ, δ]) S ⊗K (A[x;σ, δ])






(f) hf = i(S⊗A)[x;σ,δ] and fh = iS⊗(A[x;σ,δ]), in fact: h(f(x)) = h(1⊗x) = h′(1, x) =
(1 ⊗ 1)x = x; h(f(s ⊗ a)) = h(s ⊗ a) = h′(s, a) = s ⊗ a and h(f(s ⊗ a)xn) =
h((s⊗ a)(1⊗ xn) = h(s⊗ axn) = h′(s, axn) = s⊗ axn.
f(h(s⊗ (anxn + · · ·+a1x+a0))) = f((s⊗an)xn + · · ·+ (s⊗a1)x+ (s⊗a0)) =
(s⊗an)(1⊗xn)+· · ·+(s⊗a1)(1⊗x)+(s⊗a0) = s⊗anxn+· · ·+s⊗a1x+s⊗a0 =
s⊗ (anxn + · · ·+ a1x+ a0).
Therefore, S ⊗K (A[x;σ, δ]) ∼= (S ⊗K A)[x;σ, δ], by Hilbert Basis Theorem
S ⊗K (A[x;σ, δ]) is Noetherian, so A[x;σ, δ] is left strongly Noetherian.

Proposition 2.3.4. Let K be a commutative ring and let A be a N-filtered K-
algebra. If Gr(A) is left strongly Noetherian, then A is left strongly Noetherian.
Proof. Let {Fi}i∈N be a filtration of A. Let S be a commutative Noetherian
K−algebra such that S ⊗ Gr(A) is left Notherian. Since S ⊗ Fi is a filtration
of S ⊗A and the canonical map S ⊗Gr(A) −→ Gr(S ⊗A) is surjective, Gr(S ⊗A)
is left Noetherian. 
Proposition 2.3.5. Let A be a left strongly Noetherian K-algebra, and S a multi-
plicative Ore set of regular elements of A. Then S−1A is left strongly Noetherian.
Proof. Let R be a commutative Noetherian K−algebra such that R ⊗K A is left
Noetherian, let φ : R ⊗ A −→ R ⊗ S−1A the induced map and let A′ = Im(φ); for
any s ∈ S, let s = φ(1⊗ s). Then, S := φ(S) is a left multiplicative Ore set in A′ ;
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(r⊗x) with r⊗x ∈ Im(φ). Therefore, R⊗S−1A = S−1A′ ,
by the hypothesis R⊗A is left Noetherian, so A′ and S−1A are left Noetherian. 
Theorem 2.3.6. Let K be a commutative ring and let A = σ(R)〈x1, . . . , xn〉 be a
bijective skew PBW extension of a left strongly Noetherian K-algebra R. Then A
is left strongly Noetherian.
Proof. According to Theorem 1.1.8, Gr(A) is a quasi-commutative skew PBW ex-
tension, and by the hypothesis, Gr(A) is also bijective. By Theorem 1.1.9, Gr(A) is
isomorphic to an iterated skew polynomial ring R[z1, θ1] . . . [zn, θn] such that each θi
is bijective, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Proposition 2.3.3 says that Gr(A) is left strongly Noetherian,
so by Proposition 2.3.4, A is left strongly Noetherian. 




1 , . . . , x
±1
r , xr+1, . . . , xn]
is left strongly Noetherian.
Proof. According to example 1.2.8, Qr,nq,σ(R) is a localization of a bijective skew
PBW extension A of the ring R by a multiplicative Ore set of regular elements of
A. From Theorem 2.3.6 and Proposition 2.3.5 we get that Qr,nq,σ(R) is left strongly
Noetherian. 
Example 2.3.8. All examples in Section 1.2 are left strongly Noetherian assuming
that the ring of coefficients is left strongly Noetherian K−algebra.
CHAPTER 3
GEOMETRY VIA POINT MODULES
In this chapter we will present one application of graded strongly Noetherian algebras
in non-commutative algebraic geometry. In a more precise way, we are going to study
the parametrization of point modules for these type of algebras. For this task we
will follow the approach of non-commutative algebraic geometry of finitely graded
algebras given by M. Artin and J.J. Zhang in [5], [7],[8], by A. B. Verevkin in [34]
and complemented by Rogalski in [31] and [32]. The new result of this chapter is
Corollary 3.4.11.
3.1 Finitely graded algebras
In Definition 1.4 of [31] is presented the concept of finitely graded algebra.
Definition 3.1.1. Let K be a field. It is said that a K−algebra A is finitely graded
if the following conditions hold:
(i) A is N−graded: A =
∑
n≥0⊕An.
(ii) A is connected, i.e., A0 = K.
(iii) A is finitely generated as K−algebra.
Proposition 3.1.2. Let A be a connected N− graded K−algebra. A is finitely gen-
erated as K−algebra if and only if A ∼= K〈x1, . . . , xm〉/I, where I is a proper homo-
geneous two-sided ideal of K〈x1, . . . , xm〉. Moreover, for every n ∈ N, dimKAn <∞.
Proof. ⇐) : Note that the free algebra F := K〈x1, . . . , xm〉 is N−graded with grad-
uation given by
Fn :=K {w | w is a word of length n in the alphabet{x1, . . . , xm}}, n ∈ N.
25
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Since I is homogeneous, i.e., graded, then F/I is N−graded with graduation given
by (F/I)n := (Fn + I)/I. Note that F/I is connected since (F/I)0 = K. Moreover
F/I is finitely generated as K−algebra by the elements xi := xi + I, 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Observe that Fn is finitely generated as K−vector space, whence, (F/I)n is also
finitely generated as K−vector space, i.e., dimK((F/I)n) <∞.
⇒) : Let a1, . . . , am ∈ A be a finite collection of elements that generate A as
K−algebra; by the universal property of the free algebra K〈x1, . . . , xm〉, there exists
a K−algebra homomorphism f : K〈x1, . . . , xm〉 −→ A with f(xi) := ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ m;
it is clear that f is surjective. Let I := ker(f), then I is a proper two-sided ideal of
K〈x1, . . . , xm〉 and
A ∼= K〈x1, . . . , xm〉/I. (3.1)
Since A is N−graded we can assume that every ai is homogeneous, ai ∈ Adi for
some di ≥ 1, moreover, at least one of generators is of degree 1. We define a new










, n ∈ N.
This implies that f is graded, and from this we obtain that I is homogeneous. In
fact, let X1 + · · · + Xt ∈ I, where Xl ∈ F
′
nl
, 1 ≤ l ≤ t, so f(X1) + · · · + f(Xt) = 0,
and hence, f(Xl) = 0 for every l, i.e., Xl ∈ I.






n + I)/I) = An, so
dimK(An) <∞. 
Definition 3.1.3. Let A be a finitely graded algebra; it is said that A is finitely
presented if the two-sided ideal I of relations in Proposition 3.1.2 is finitely gener-
ated.
Proposition 3.1.4. Let A be a finitely graded algebra and M be a Z−graded
A−module which is finitely generated. Then, for every n ∈ Z, dimKMn <∞.
Proof. Since M is finitely generated, M is generated by a finite set of homogeneous
elements, m1, . . . ,mr, with mi ∈ Mdi , 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Let m ∈ Mn, then there exist
a1, . . . , ar ∈ A such that m = a1m1 + · · · + armr, from this we can assume that
ai ∈ An−di , but as was observed in Proposition 3.1.2, every An−di is finitely generated
asK−vector space, this implies thatMn is finitely generated overK, i.e., dimKMn <
∞. 
Definition 3.1.5. Let A be a finitely graded algebra and M a finitely generated
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Example 3.1.6. In the following examples A is considered as A−module:
• A = K[x], dimKAn = 1 for every n ≥ 0, so
hA(t) = 1 + t+ t
2 + t3 + · · · = 1
1− t
.





for every n ≥ 0, whence















t3 + · · · = 1
(1− t)m
.
• A = K〈x1, . . . , xm〉, dimKAn = mn for every n ≥ 0, so
hA(t) = 1 +mt+m
2t2 +m3t3 + · · · = 1
1−mt
.
The following examples are finitely presented algebras, which are quasi-commutative
bijective skew PBW extensions of the field K, (see Example 1.10 [31]):
• The quantum polynomial ring (Example 1.2.8): given any constants 0 6= qij ∈
K, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
A = K〈x1, . . . , xn〉/〈xjxi − qijxixj〉.
In this case hA(t) =
1
(1−t)n .
The quantum plane, A = K〈x, y〉/〈yx − qxy〉 with 0 6= q ∈ K, then hA(t) =
1
(1−t)2 .
The quantum polynomial ring in three variables:
A = K〈x, y, z〉/〈yx− pxy, zx− qxz, zy − ryz〉,
then hA(t) =
1
(1−t)3 . In these cases A has the same Hilbert series as a commu-
tative polynomial ring in n variables.
• The Sklyanin algebra of Example 1.2.9:




The point modules and the spaces parameterizing them were first studied by Artin,
Tate and Van den Bergh (see [5]) in order to complete the classification of Artin-
Schelter regular algebras of dimension 3. Paper [5] and [7] are considered as the
starting point of non-commutative algebraic geometry from a categoric-functorial
approach.
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Definition 3.2.1. Let A be a finitely graded K−algebra that is generated in degree
1, i.e., there exists a finite set of elements of A1 that generates A as K−algebra. A
point module for A is a graded left module M such that M is cyclic, generated in




, in order words, dimK(Mn) = 1 for all n ≥ 0.
Since A is N−graded and x0 ∈ M0, then M ⊆
∑
n≥0⊕Mn, so M =
∑
n≥0⊕Mn,
i.e., M is necessarily N−graded. The motivation behind the definition of point
module comes from classical commutative projective algebraic geometry, as we will
see next.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let K be a field and A = K[x0, . . . , xn] be the commutative
K−algebra of habitual polynomials. Then,
(i) There exists a bijective correspondence between the projective space Pn and the
set of isomorphism classes of point modules of A.
(ii) The correspondence in (i) generalizes to any finitely graded commutative alge-
bra which is generated in degree 1.
Proof. (i) Let P (A) be the collection of isomorphism classes of point modules for A.
We will prove that there exists a bijective function between Pn and P (A). Thus, a
projective point of Pn is understood as a point module (more exactly, as a class of
isomorphic point modules): Consider the function
Pn ϕ−→ P (A)
P := (a0 : a1 : · · · : an) 7→ A/I(P ),
where I(P ) := {f ∈ A|f(P ) = 0}; observe that I(P ) is an homogeneous ideal of
A, so A/I(P ) is a N-graded cyclic A-module generated by 1 + I(P ) ∈ (A/I(P ))0;
moreover, dimK((A/I(P ))p) = dimK([Ap + I(P )]/I(P )) = 1 for every p ≥ 0. In
fact, [Ap + I(P )]/I(P ) ∼= Ap/[Ap∩ I(P )]; there exists at least one i such that api 6= 0
(contrary, api=0 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n and hence P = 0, a contradiction). Observe
that xpi ∈ Ap and x
p
i /∈ I(P ). The idea is to show that Ap/[Ap ∩ I(P )] =K 〈x
p
i 〉: It is
clear that K〈xpi 〉 ⊆ Ap/[Ap∩ I(P )]; let f ∈ Ap/[Ap∩ I(P )], with f ∈ Ap; if f ∈ I(P )
then f = 0 ∈K 〈xpi 〉; let f /∈ I(P ), we can assume that f is a K-linear combination
of monomials of the form xα := xα00 · · ·xαnn , with α0 + · · · + αn = p and xα /∈ I(P ).
We have f = λxpi + h, where λ ∈ K and h is a K-linear combination of such other
monomials; but h(P ) = 0, i.e., h ∈ Ap ∩ I(P ) and hence f = λxpi .




where P is defined in the following way: we know that M ∼= A/J , with J :=
Ann(M); since M is graded, then J is homogeneous, i.e., graded. For the homoge-
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neous component of J of degree 1 we have J1 = A1 ∩ J , so J1 is a subspace of a di-
mension n of A1 = Kx0+· · ·+Kxn: In fact, M1 ∼= (A/J)1 = (A1+J)/J ∼= A1/A1∩J
has dimension 1, but 1 = dimK(A1/A1 ∩ J) = dimK(A1) − dimK(A1 ∩ J), so
dimK(A1 ∩ J) = n. There exists a subspace L of A1 of dimension 1 such that
A1 = J1 ⊕ L. This implies that V (J1) = {P}, i.e., the projective variety of J1
consists of only one point. Moreover, V (J1) = V (J) since J1 generates J as ideal.
Thus, φ(M) := P with V (J) = {P}. φ is well defined since if M ′ is a point module
with M ′ ∼= M , so Ann(M ′) = Ann(M) = J and hence P is unique.
ϕφ = iP (A): ϕφ(M) = ϕ(P ) = A/I(P ) ∼= M since I(P ) = J : Indeed, J ⊆
I(V (J)) = I(P ), and I(P ) ⊆ J since I(P )1 ⊆ J1.
φϕ = iPn : φϕ(P ) = φ(A/I(P )) = P since V (I(P )) = {P}.
(ii) Let B be a commutative finitely graded K-algebra which is generated in
degree 1, then there exists a homogeneous ideal J of A such that B = A/J . Consider
the projective variety
proj(B) := {(a0 : a1 : · · · : an) ∈ Pn | f(a0, . . . , an) = 0 for all homogeneous f ∈ J}.
As in (i), can be proved that there exists a bijective correspondence between proj(B)
and P (B) (the collection of isomorphism classes of point modules of B):
proj(B)←→ P (B).

Remark 3.2.3. Observe that B is in fact a finitely graded algebra. Moreover, proj(B)
is one of the algebraic projective subsets of Pn, denoted also as V (J), i.e., proj(B) =
V (J). In particular, if B = A, then proj(B) = Pn = V (0). Part (ii) of the previous
proposition says that the projective variety proj(B) parametrizes (characterizes,
describes geometrically) the point modules for B, or from a reverse point of view,
an element of proj(B) can be understood as a point module of B.
Many non-commutative graded rings also have nice parameter spaces of point
modules. Before giving a general formal functorial definition of the parameter space
of point modules for a finitely graded algebra, we present some particular examples.
Example 3.2.4. The point modules of the quantum plane are parametrized by
P1, i.e., there exists a bijective correspondence between the projective space P1
and the collection of isomorphism classes of point modules of the quantum plane
A := k〈x, y〉/(yx− qxy) for some q 6= 0.
P1 ←→ P (A),
Define:
P1 ϕ−→ P (A)
P := (a0 : a1) 7→ A/I(P ),
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where I(P ) := Af , with f := a0y − a1x. Thus, I(P ) is N-graded as A-module and
hence A/I(P ) is a N-graded cyclic A-module generated by 1 + I(P ) ∈ (A/I(P ))0;
moreover, as the Hilbert series of A is hA(t) =
1
(1−t)2 and hI(P )(t) =
t
(1−t)2 (in fact,






1−t , so dimK((A/I(P ))n) = 1 for all n ≥ 0.




where P is defined in the following way: we know that M ∼= A/J , with J :=
Ann(M); since M is graded, then J is homogeneous, i.e., N-graded as A-module.
Moreover, hM(t) =
1
1−t and hA(t) =
1
(1−t)2 , so hJ(t) = hM(t) − hA(t) =
t
(1−t)2 ,
therefore J is generated in degree 1, and hence, J = Af , where f = a0y − a1x for
some (a0, a1) 6= (0, 0). Thus, we define φ(M) := P with P := (a0 : a1). φ is well
defined since if M ′ is a point module with M ′ ∼= M , so Ann(M ′) = Ann(M) = J ,
moreover, if J = A(b0y − b1x), then (b0, b1) = θ(a0, a1) for some θ ∈ K − {0}.
Therefore, P is unique. ϕφ = iP (A): ϕφ(M) = ϕ(P ) = A/I(P ) ∼= M since J ⊆ I(P )
and I(P ) ⊆ J because I(P )1 ⊆ J1. φϕ = iPn : φϕ(P ) = φ(A/I(P )) = P .
Example 3.2.5. The isomorphism classes of point modules for the free algebra
K{x0, . . . , xn} are in bijective correspondence with N-indexed sequences of points
in Pn, {(λ0,i : · · · : λn,i) ∈ Pn | i ≥ 0}, in other words, with the points of the infinite
product Pn×Pn×· · · =
∏∞
i=0 Pn(note that an element of
∏∞
i=0 Pn is a sequence of the
form ((λ0,i : · · · : λn,i))i≥0). Thus, there exists a bijective correspondence between
P (K{x0, . . . , xn}) and
∏∞
i=0 Pn:∏∞
i=0 Pn ←→ P (K{x0, . . . , xn}).
In fact, let A := K{x0, . . . , xn} and M ∈ P (A); since every homogeneous component
of M is a K-vector space of dimension 1, then M has the form M = Km0⊕Km1⊕
Km2 ⊕ · · · , with mi 6= 0, i ≥ 0; moreover, since M is graded, then given 0 ≤ j ≤ n
and i ≥ 0 there exists λj,i ∈ K such that xjmi = λj,imi+1. Therefore, M determine
an sequence of the form
((λ0,0 : · · · : λn,0), (λ0,1 : · · · : λn,1), (λ0,2 : · · · : λn,2), . . . ) = ((λ0,i : · · · : λn,i))i≥0).
If we change the K-basis of the homogeneous component Mi, says by m
′
i, then
m′i = θimi, with θi ∈ K − {0}, and for the new sequence we have xjm′i = λ′j,im′i+1,






i+1λj,i. This means that
(λ0,i : · · · : λn,i) differs from (λ′0,i : · · · : λ′n,i) into a nonzero scalar.
Since M is A-cyclic generated in degree 0, says M = Az, with z ∈ Km0; then
z = θm0, with θ ∈ K − {0}, so M = Aθm0 = Am0. Now, given i there exists at
least one j such that λj,i 6= 0: In fact, if x0m0 = · · · = xnm0 = 0, then M = Km0,
a contradiction, so let j0 such that λj0,0 6= 0 and xj0m0 = λj0,0m1; suppose that
x0m1 = · · · = xnm1 = 0, there exists p ∈ A such that m2 = pm0, we can assume
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that p ∈ A2, whence every summand of p has the form λxuxv, λ ∈ K − {0}, so
m2 =
∑
λxuxvm0 = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, there exists λj1,1 6= 0 such that
xj1m1 = λj1,1m2. We can continue and conclude that given i there exists λji,i 6= 0
such that xjimi = λji,imi+1. This proves that (λ0,i : · · · : λn,i) ∈ Pn.
Let h : M → M ′ an isomorphism of point modules and let h(mi) := m′i, then







i+1, therefore h(xjmi) = h(λ
′
j,imi+1), i.e., xjmi = λ
′
j,imi+1 = λj,imi+1,
so the sequence of λ’s coincides with the sequence of λ′ ’s.
Thus, we have a well defined function
α : P (A)→
∏∞
i=0 Pn, α(M) := ((λ0,i : · · · : λn,i))i≥0).
Conversely, we define a function β :
∏∞
i=0 Pn → P (A) in the following way: Let
((λ0,i : · · · : λn,i))i≥0) ∈
∏∞
i=0 Pn; consider the K-vector space M := Km0 ⊕Km1 ⊕
Km2⊕· · · with K-basis {mi}i≥0; the product xjmi = λj,imi+1 defines an A-module
structure on M since A is generated as K-algebra in degree 1; note that M is graded;
to conclude the proof of that M ∈ P (A) we have to show that M is A-cyclic with
generator in M0 = Km0. In fact, note that M = Am0: m1 = λ
−1
j,0xj0m0 for some j0






Now it is clear that αβ = i∏∞
i=0 Pn and βα = iP (A).
Using the previous example it is possible to compute the collection of point
modules for any finitely presented K−algebra. A definition is needed first.
Definition 3.2.6. Let K be a field and K{x0, . . . , xn} a free K−algebra. Suppose
that f ∈ K{x0, . . . , xn} is a homogeneous element of degree m (assuming that
deg(xi) := 1, for all i). Consider the polynomial ring B = K[yij] in a set of m(n+1)
commuting indeterminates {yij | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n}. The multilinearization of
f is the element of B given by replacing each word w = xi1xi2 · · ·xim occurring in
f by y1i1y2i2 · · · ymim . Given any such multilinearization g and a sequence of points
{pi = (a0,i : · · · : an,i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊆
∏m
i=0 Pn, the condition g(p1, . . . , pm) = 0,
where g(p1, . . . , pm) means the evaluation of g by substituting aj,i for yj,i.
Given any such multilinearization g and a sequence of points {pi = (a0,i : · · · :
an,i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ⊆
∏m
i=0 Pn, the condition g(p1, . . . , pm) = 0, where g(p1, . . . , pm)
means the evaluation of g by substituting aj,i for yj,i.
Proposition 3.2.7. Let A = K{x0, . . . , xn}/〈f1, . . . , fr〉 be a finitely presented K-
algebra, where the fl are homogeneous of degree dl ≥ 2, 1 ≤ l ≤ r. For each fl, let
gl be the multilinearization of fl. Then,
(i) The isomorphism classes of point modules for A are in bijection with the closed
subset X of
∏∞
i=0 Pn given by
X := {(p0 : p1 : . . . ) | gl(pi, pi+1, . . . , pi+dl−1) = 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ r, i ≥ 0}.
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(ii) Consider for each m ≥ 1 the closed subset of
∏m−1
i=0 Pn defined by
Xm := {(p0 : p1 : · · · : pm−1) | gl(pi, pi+1, . . . , pi+dl−1) = 0 for all 1 ≤ l ≤ r, 0 ≤ i ≤ m−dl}.
The natural projection onto the first m coordinates defines a map φm : Xm+1 →
Xm for each m. Then X is equal to the inverse limit lim←−Xm of Xm with respect
to the maps φm. In particular, if φm is a bijection for all m ≥ m0, then the
isomorphism classes of point modules of A are in bijective correspondence with
the points of Xm0:
Xm0 ←→ P (A).
Proof. (i) We have to prove that there exists a bijection between P (A) and X:
X ←→ P (A).
We divide the proof of this part in two steps.
Step 1. There is a bijection ι between P (A) and the collection F of isomorphic




Note that if M is a graded module over K{x0, . . . , xn} such that IM = 0 then M
is a graded module over K{x0, . . . , xn}/I = A; moreover, if M is cyclic generated
in degree 0 over K{x0, . . . , xn} then M is cyclic generated in degree 0 over A; the
condition on the K-dimension of the homogeneous component Mp is trivial. In
addition, M ∼= M ′ as K{x0, . . . , xn}-modules if and only if M ∼= M ′ as A-modules.
In conclusion, ι is a well defined injective function. The canonical homomorphism
K{x0, . . . , xn} → A shows that ι is surjective.
Step 2. There exists a bijective correspondence between F and X: Let M ∈ F ;
as in Example 3.2.5, we can write M as M = Km0 ⊕ Km1 ⊕ Km2 ⊕ · · · ,
with mi 6= 0, i ≥ 0, and xjmi = λj,imi+1, so M corresponds to the infi-
nite sequence (p0 : p1 : . . . ), with pi := (λ0,i : · · · : λn,i) and flmi = 0
for every 1 ≤ l ≤ r, i ≥ 0. If w = xv1xv2 · · ·xvd is a word then
wmi = xv1xv2 · · ·xvdmi = λv1,iλv2,i+1 · · ·λvd,i+d−1mi+d, whence flmi = 0 if
and only if the multilinearization gl of fl satisfies gl(pi, pi+1, . . . , pi+dl−1) = 0.
(ii) It is clear that (Xi, φj,i) is an system inverse for all i, j ∈ N with φj,i : Xj → Xi
the natural projection onto the first i−coordinates, then:
lim←−Xm = {(pi) ∈
∏
m∈N
Xm | (p0, p1, . . . , pi) = φj,i((p0, p1, . . . , pj)) for all i ≤ j}.
The functions πm : X → Xm (πm is the i−th projection) satisfies πi = φj,i ◦πj, then
by the universal property of the inverse limit there exists a function π : X → lim←−Xm
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define as π((ai)) = (πj((ai))) (that is, the j-th component of π((ai)) is πj((ai))) such
that φm ◦ π = πm for all m; π is bijective, so X = lim←−Xm.
Note that if φm : Xm → Xm0 is a bijection for all m ≥ m0, then the inverse system
(Xm, φj,i) is constant and therefore X = Xm0 , and by (i), the point modules for A
are in bijective correspondence with the points of Xm0 . 
Example 3.2.8. In many nice examples of finitely presented algebras some closed
subset Xm0 , for some m0, parametrizes the isomorphism classes of point modules.
Consider the quantum polynomial ring A in three variables. If pqr = 1, P (A) is
parametrized by P2. If pqr 6= 1, then there exists a bijection between P (A) and
E := {(a : b : c) ∈ P2 | abc = 0}. Thus,
P2 ←→ P (A) if pqr = 1,
E ←→ P (A) if pqr 6= 1.
In this case, the multilinearized relations are:
z0y1 − ry0z1 = 0
x0z1 − qz0x1 = 0
y0x1 − px0y1 = 0





The solutions {(x0 : y0 : z0), (x1 : y1 : z1)} ⊆ P2×P2 to this equation give X2. Thus
the first projection of X2, pr1(X2) = E is equal to those (x0 : y0 : z0) for which the
3× 3 matrix M above is singular.
Taking the determinant gives detM = (1 − pqr)x0y0z0. Then either pqr = 1 and
detM = 0 identically so E = P2, or pqr 6= 1 and detM = 0 when x0y0z0 = 0, that
is when E is the union of the three coordinate lines in P2. The equations for X2 can
also be written in the matrix form
(
x0 y0 z0
) 0 −rz1 y1z1 0 −qx1
−py1 x1 0
 = 0.
A similar calculation shows that the second projection of X2 is also equal to E.
Now, let (x0 : y0 : z0) such that M is singular, then it has rank exactly 2. In fact, in
either case for E, the last two rows of M are independent when x0 6= 0, the first and
third when y0 6= 0, and the first two when z0 6= 0. This implies that for each p ∈ E,
there is a unique q ∈ E such that (p, q) ∈ X2. A similar argument using the second
projection shows that for each q ∈ E there is a unique p ∈ E such that (p, q) ∈ X2.
Thus X2 = {(p, σ(p)) | p ∈ E} for some bijection σ, and we can find a formula for
σ by taking the cross product of the last two rows when x0 6= 0 and similarly in the
other two cases.
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Thus when x0 6= 0 we get σ(x0 : y0 : z0) = (px0 : y0 : pqz0), when y0 6= 0 the formula
is σ(x0 : y0 : z0) = (prx0 : ry0 : z0), and when z0 6= 0 the formula is σ(x0 : y0 : z0) =
(x0 : rqy0 : qz0). These formulas are correct in both cases for E. (When pqr = 1
and E = P2, one can easily see that the three formulas match up to give a single
formula. σ(x0 : y0 : z0) = (px0 : y0 : pqz0) = r(px0 : y0 : pqz0) = qr(px0 : y0 : pqz0)).
3.3 Schemes
This is a preliminary section for the next; we recall some definitions and results
related with general theory of schemes.
1. LetX be a topological space. A presheaf F overX is defined with the following
conditions:
(i) To every open set U ⊆ X is associated a set F(U). F(∅) consists only of
one element.
(ii) To any open sets U ⊆ V of X is associated a function FVU : F(V )→ F(U)
such that the following conditions hold:
(a) FUU = iF(U), for any open set U of X.
(b) For any open sets U ⊆ V ⊆ W of X we have FWU = FVU ◦ FWV .
The sets F(U) are called the sections of F . If the sets F(U) are groups, rings
or modules, etc., it is assumed also that the functions FVU are homomorphisms
and F(∅) := {0}.
Let F be a presheaf over X and U ⊆ X be open, then over U is induced a
presheaf structure, denoted by F|U , and defined by F|U(V ) := F(V ), for any




V , with V ⊆ V ′ ⊆ U .
2. A presheaf F on a topological space X is a sheaf if for any open set U ⊆ X
and any open cover U =
⋃
i∈C Ui of U the following two conditions hold:
(i) If z, z′ ∈ F(U) and FUUi(z) = F
U
Ui
(z′) for all i ∈ C then z = z′.
(ii) Let {zi | zi ∈ F(Ui)}i∈C a collection of elements such that for any i, j ∈ C
we have FUiUi∩Uj(zi) = F
Uj
Ui∩Uj(zj). Then, there exists z ∈ F(U) such that
FUUi(z) = zi, for any i ∈ C.
F is sometimes called the structure sheaf of X. If F is a sheaf over X and
U ⊆ X is an open set, then the induced presheaf F|U is a sheaf over U .
3. A ringed space is a pair (X,F) consisting of a topological space X and a sheaf
of rings F over X.
4. A morphism of ringed spaces ϕ : (X,F)→ (Y,G) is defined by:
(i) A continuous function ϕ : X → Y .
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(ii) Given an open set U of Y , we have a ring homomorphism ψU : G(U) →
F(ϕ−1(U)).







5. A morphism of ringed spaces ϕ : (X,F) → (Y,G) is an isomorphism if there
exists a morphism of ringed spaces φ : (Y,G)→ (X,F) such that φϕ = i(X,F)
and ϕφ = i(Y,G).
6. A scheme is a ringed space (X,F) for which every point x ∈ X has a neigh-
borhood Ux such that the induced ringed space (Ux,F|Ux) is isomorphic to
(Spec(Rx),Rx), where Rx is some commutative ring.
Proposition 3.3.1. If X is a topological space and F is a presheaf over X, then
F is a contravariant functor.
Proof. In fact, let X be a topological space; let X be the collection of all open sets
of X and
MorX (U, V ) :=
{
∅, if U * V
{U ⊆ V }, if U ⊆ V.
With this F is a contravariant functor from X to the category of sets (groups, rings,
modules, etc.).
F : X −→ Set
U 7−→ F(U)
MorX (U, V ) 7−→MorSet(F(U),F(V ))
is clear from the definition of presheaf that F(idU) = idF(U) and FWU = FVU ◦ FWV
for U ⊆ V ⊆ W . 
Example 3.3.2. Next we present two examples of schemes in commutative algebraic
geometry. The complete details can be found in [16].
(i) Let R be a commutative ring and let Spec(R) be the set of its primes ideals
with the Zariski topology. Given U an open set of Spec(R) we define:
R(U) := lim←−Uf⊆URf ,
where Uf ranges over all basic open sets contained in U and Rf is the local-
ization of R with respect to f ∈ R (if f is nilpotent, we take Uf := ∅ and
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Rf := {0}). It can be proved that
R(U) = {(zf ) ∈
∏
Uf⊆U
Rf | zh = RUgUh(zg), for Uh ⊆ Ug ⊆ U},





, with hk = gu. Note that RXgXf is a ring
homomorphism, and hence,R(U) is a subring of
∏
Xf∈U Rf . Now, let U ⊆ V
be open sets of Spec(R), we define
RVU : R(V ) −→R(U), (zf ) 7−→ (zh),
where (zh) is the subsequence of zf such that Uh ⊆ U . It can be proved that
(Spec(R),R) is a scheme, named the affine scheme defined by R.
(ii) Let K be an algebraically closed field and let An be the affin space. Consider
the Zariski topology for An. Let V be any nonempty variety of An; we will
associate a scheme (
∼
V ,F) to V . For this, let
∼
V be the set of all nonempty
varieties contained in V ; let U ⊆ V be open and let
∼
U be the set of nonempty
varieties contained in U . The collection {
∼






U) := {∼z = f
g











z 7→ ∼z, for U ′ ⊆ U,
where K(V ) := Q(A(V )) is the field of fractions of A(V ) :=
K[x1, . . . , xn]/I(V ), the coordinate ring of V . Recall that F(
∼
U) = {∼z : U −→
K | ∼z is regular}.
Similarly, we can associate a scheme (
∼
V p,Fp) to any projective variety Vp of
the projective space Pn.
3.4 Functorial parametrization of point modules
Next we pass to study the parameterization of the point modules from a functorial
point of view.
Proposition 3.4.1. Let A be a finitely graded K−algebra and let P (A) be the col-
lection of isomorphism classes of point modules for A. Then P (A) has a natural
Zariski topology, where the basic closed sets are defined as
V (J) := {A/I ∈ P (A) | I ⊇ J},with J a graded left ideal of A.
Proof. This statment is announced without proof in [31]. A more general result for
semi-graded rings will be appear in [21]. 
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Once we have the topological structure, we will continue the construction of the
scheme structure for P (A).
Definition 3.4.2. Let K be a field, A be a finitely graded K−algebra, and R be
a commutative K−algebra. A R−point module for A is a graded R⊗K A−module
M which is cyclic, generated in degree 0, has M0 = R and such that Mn is a locally
free R−module with rankR(Mn) = 1 for all n ≥ 0. P (A;R) will denote the set of
R−point modules for A.
Remark 3.4.3. (i) Note that R⊗K A is N−graded with R in degree 0:






⊕(R⊗K An), so (R⊗K A)n := R⊗K An;
(R⊗K A)n(R⊗K A)m ⊆ (R⊗K A)n+m;
(R⊗K A)0 = R⊗K A0 = R⊗K K = R.
(ii) If x1, . . . , xm ∈ A generate A as K−algebra, then 1⊗ x1, . . . , 1⊗ xm generate
R⊗K A as R−algebra.
(iii) Let M be an R−point module; in a similar way as we observed after Def-
inition 3.2.1, M is necessarily N−graded. Taking R = K we get that the
K−point modules are the point modules introduced in Definition 3.2.1, more-
over P (A;K) = P (A).
Proposition 3.4.4. Let K be a field, A be a finitely graded K−algebra, and R be
a commutative K−algebra. Let C be the category of commutative K−algebras and
let Set be the category of sets. Then, P defined by
P : C → Set
R 7→ P (A;R)
R→ S 7→ P (A;R)→ P (A;S), given by M 7→ S ⊗RM
is a covariant functor called the point functor for A.
Proof. (i) First note that if M is an R−point module, then S⊗RM is a S−point
module:
(a) M is an R−module because of homomorphism R→ R⊗K A, r 7→ r ⊗ 1,
in addition by the hypothesis, every homogeneous component Mn is an
R−module; M is a left A−module because of homomorphism A→ R⊗K
A, a 7→ 1 ⊗ a; S ⊗R M is a S ⊗K A−module with a product given by
(s⊗ a) · (s′ ⊗m) := ss′ ⊗ a ·m = ss′ ⊗ (1⊗ a) ·m.
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(b) Since M is R⊗KA−cyclic, generated in degree zero, there exists x0 ∈M0
such that M = (R⊗K A).x0, whence
S ⊗RM = S ⊗R (R⊗K A).x0
= [S ⊗R (R⊗K A)] · (1⊗ x0)
= ((S ⊗R R)⊗K A) · (1⊗ x0)
= (S ⊗K A) · (1⊗ x0),
i.e., S ⊗RM is S ⊗K A−cyclic with generator 1⊗ x0.
(c) S ⊗RM is N−graded with respect to S ⊗K A with graduation given by
(S ⊗RM)n := S ⊗RMn, n ∈ N.




n∈N⊕(S ⊗R Mn); (S ⊗K
Am)(S ⊗R Mn) ⊆ S ⊗R Am ·Mn, but Am ·Mn = (1 ⊗ Am)Mn ⊆ Mm+n
since M is R⊗K A−graded.
(d) 1⊗ x0 ∈ S ⊗M0 = (S ⊗RM)0.
(e) S ⊗RM0 = S ⊗R R = S, i.e., (S ⊗RM)0 = S.
(f) It is clear that (S⊗RM)n = S⊗RMn is a S−module; let P be a prime ideal
of S and Q := φ−1(P ), where φ : R→ S is the given homomorphism, then
it is easy to check that RQ → SP , ru 7→
f(r)
f(u)
, is a ring homomorphism, and
from this we get (S ⊗RMn)P ∼= SP ⊗S (S ⊗RMn) ∼= (SP ⊗S S)⊗RMn ∼=
SP ⊗RMn ∼= (SP ⊗RQRQ)⊗RMn ∼= SP ⊗RQ (RQ⊗RMn) ∼= SP ⊗RQRQ ∼=
SP .
This proves that S ⊗RMn is locally free of rank 1.
(ii) P is a covariant functor: It is clear that P (iR) = iP (R); if R
φ→ S ϕ→ T are
morphisms in C, then P (ϕφ) = P (ϕ)P (φ). In fact, T ⊗S (S⊗RM) ∼= T ⊗RM .

Definition 3.4.5. A K−scheme is a scheme (X,F) such that F(U) is a K−algebra
for every open U ⊆ X. A morphism between K−schemes is a morphism of the
corresponding ringed spaces such that the rings homomorphisms are K−algebra
homomorphisms.
Example 3.4.6. If R is a commutative K−algebra, then (Spec(R),R) is a
K−scheme (see Example 3.3.2 ).
The category of K−schemes is a subcategory of the category of schemes, and in
turn, this last one is a subcategory of the category of ringed spaces.
Given two K−schemes (X,F), (Y,G) the set of morphisms from (X,F) to (Y,G)
will be denoted by HomK−schemes(X, Y ). Fixing a K−schemes (X,F), that we will
denote simply by X, we have the representable functor hX := HomK−schemes(−, X)
defined in the following way, where C is the category of commutative K−algebras,
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Set is the category of sets and Aff is the category of the affine schemes:
C hX−→ Set,
R 7→ HomK−schemes(Spec(R), X),
R
φ→ S 7→ HomK−schemes(Spec(R), X)
hX(φ)−→ HomK−schemes(Spec(S), X)
Spec(R)










φ→ S 7→ Spec(S)
∼
φ→ Spec(R)
Observe that Spec is contravariant and hX is covariant.
Definition 3.4.7. We say that a functor H : C −→ Set is representable if there
exists a K−schemes X such that H and hX are naturally isomorphic, i.e., there
exists a natural equivalence Φ : H −→ hX .















where the ΦR’s are isomorphisms in the category Set, i.e., bijective functions.
Definition 3.4.8. Let A be a finitely graded K−algebra. We say that a K−scheme
X parametrizes the point modules of A if P is naturally isomorphic to hX . It is also
said that X is a fine moduli space for the point modules of A.
The scheme X is also called the abstract Hilbert scheme of A and is denoted by
Hilb(A) (see [8], [17]). Assuming that X exists, we start with the following result.
Proposition 3.4.9. Let A be a finitely graded K−algebra and X a K−scheme that
parametrizes P (A). Then, there exists a bijective correspondence between the closed
points of X and P (A).
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Proof. According to Remark 3.4.3, P (A;K) = P (A); moreover, since Spec(K) =
{0}, then every morphism of HomK−schemes(Spec(K), X) determines one closed
point of X, and viceversa. Thus, we have the bijective correspondence
HomK−schemes(Spec(K), X)↔ closed points ofX.
Now, since X parametrizes P (A), the point functor P is naturally isomorphic to X,
so we have a bijective function between HomK−schemes(Spec(K), X) and P (A;K) =
P (A). Therefore, we obtain a bijective function between P (A) and the closed points
of X. 
At the end of Example 3.3.2 we observed that to any projective variety of the
projective space Pn we can associate a K−scheme, thus, we can interpret any closed
subset of Pn as a K−scheme (not only as a set); this remark can be extended to the
closed subsets Xm of
∏m−1
i=0 Pn defined in Proposition 3.2.7. Note that every point
of Xm is closed.
Theorem 3.4.10 ([8], Corollary E4.12). Let A be a finitely graded K−algebra which
is generated in degree 1. If A is strongly noetherian, then there exists m0 ≥ 1 such
that the morphisms φm : Xm+1 −→ Xm in Proposition 3.2.7 are isomorphisms of
schemes for all m ≥ m0, and the scheme Xm0 parametrizes P (A).
The following are bijective skew PBW extensions, and finitely graded
K−algebras that are generated in degree 1:
(i) Polynomial ring, K[x1, . . . , xn].
(ii) Skew polynomial ring K[x;σ] with σ bijective. In general, K[x1;σ1] · · · [xn;σn]
with σi bijective for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
(iii) Quantum polynomial ring.
(iv) Multiplicative analogue of the Weyl algebra.
(v) The Sklyanin algebra.
According to Theorem 2.3.6 they are left strongly Noetherian and by Theorem 3.4.10
exists m0 ≥ 0 such that Xm0 parametrizes P (A).
Corollary 3.4.11. Let A be a bijective skew PBW extension as above, then there
exists m0 ≥ 1 such that the morphisms φm : Xm+1 → Xm are isomorphisms of
schemes for all m ≥ m0 and the scheme Xm0 parametrizes P (A).
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